
 

 TITLE APPLICATION IT2  
The following federation Bosnia & Herzegovina hereby applies for the title of:  

International Master (2400) ______  

  

To be awarded to: family name: Marjanovic first name: Dejan 

FIDE ID Number: 14402661 date of birth: 25/01/1996  place of birth: Zenica 

date necessary rating gained: 01/08/2016 level of highest rating: 2439 (01.11.2016) 

 Titles can be awarded conditional on reaching the required rating at a later date (see Title Regulations 

1.50c for the procedure to be followed in this case).  

Herewith certificates (IT1s) and cross-tables for the following norms 

1. name of event: 44th International Tournament Bosna 2014 - 

Group A 

location: Sarajevo (BIH) 

dates: 30/05/2014-06/06/2014 tournament system: Swiss 

average rating of opponents: 2470 total number of games played: 9 

points required: 4,5 points scored: 4,5 

number of games to be counted:  (if not all)  

(after dropping games): points required:  points scored:  

number from host federation: 2 number not from own federation: 7 

number of opponents: total titled 9,  GMs 5, IMs 4, FMs 0, rated 9, unrated 0  

 

2. name of event: First League of Republic of Srpska 2016 location: Banja Dvorovi (BIH) 

dates: 06/08/2016-14/08/2016 tournament system: Team RR 

average rating of opponents: 2298 total number of games played: 9 

points required: 6,5 points scored: 6,5 

number of games to be counted:  (if not all)  

(after dropping games): points required:  points scored:  

number from host federation: 2 number not from own federation: 7 

number of opponents: total titled 7,  GMs 0, IMs 6, FMs 1, WFM 0, rated 9, unrated 0  

 

3. name of event: Third Saturday Djenovici MNE - IM III-

2018 

location: Djenovici (Montenegro) 

dates: 17/03/2018-25/03/2018 tournament system: Swiss 

average rating of opponents: 2296 total number of games played: 10 

points required: 7,5 points scored: 7,5 

number of games to be counted:  (if not all)  

(after dropping games): points required:  points scored:  

number from host federation: 0 number not from own federation:10 

number of opponents: total titled 7,  GMs 1, IMs 3, FMs 3, rated 10, unrated 0  

 

Attach another form IT2 if there are more supporting norms.  

total number of games 27 (minimum 27) 

special comments: Norms No 1 & 3 has been achieved under normal foreigner requirement. Norm 

No 2 has been achieved at the national team championship 

name of Federation official  Boris Budimir date 28/03/2018 

 

signature  


